
DON’T RISK EMPLOYEES TAKING 
THE BAIT
It’s likely that you’ve already heard of employees being called the ‘weakest link’ when it comes to email security. 

With OnINBOX we help organizations to overcome this dilemma by giving employees the information they need to 

clearly identify a suspect email and respond appropriately.

You can’t block all threats, but you can put up danger signs

by

OnINBOX - Intelligent email threat detection
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INVESTIGATIONS REPORT

85% of breaches involved a 

‘human element’ in 2020. Of these, 

phishing was present in 36% - up 

from 25% in the previous year.

Even with spam and web filters, up-to-date systems, the latest 

security patches, and 2FA, there is still the possibility of threats 

getting through. Spear phishing and malware attacks have been the 

most prevalent form of cybercrime for years and it’s your employees 

that possess the credentials and knowledge critical to the success 

of an attack. Organizations must go one step further than training 

their employees to recognize an attack from simulations. Encourage 

confidence to report emails by actually integrating essential 

assessment and reporting tools into their day-to-day workflow to 

foolproof their decision making. 

1. Reduce the burden on 

security

2. Company-wide threat 

intelligence

3. Increase employee 

confidence

4. Seamless integration 

with O365

Enable your users to spot 

otherwise impossible to 

recognize risks at a glance.

Automatically share email 

threats and classifications 

across all inboxes.

Fast centralized 

deployment for all inboxes 

tied to your domain.

Understand why an email 

is not trusted and blacklist 

contacts with one click.

OnINBOX has 3 clear risk indicators in every email

We authenticate the email sender by evaluating the security 

protocols they have in place such as DMARC, SPF, and DKIM.

Authentication

Learn about the way you interact with people and your 

curated list of verified senders to identify threats and 

continually build your very own trust network.

Trust

An email’s contents are examined to look for anything that 

shouldn’t be there - tracking pixels, dodgy URLs. Then it’s 

cross-referenced with sender blacklists.

Content

Ready to block inbound phishing emails and protect your employees? CONTACT US

https://redsift.com/products/oninbox
https://www.pipedrive.com/
https://redsift.com
https://redsift.com/contact?utm_source=dontriskemployeesdatasheet&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=oninbox


Discover how OnINBOX’s Traffic-light risk indicators can alert your employees of 

brand impersonation, payment fraud and other Business Email Compromise attacks 

LEARN MORE

Red Sift enables security-first organizations to successfully communicate with and ensure the trust of their 

employees, vendors and customers. As the only integrated cloud email and brand protection platform, Red Sift 

automates BIMI and DMARC processes, makes it easy to identify and stop business email compromise, and 

secures domains from impersonation to prevent attacks. 

Founded in 2015, Red Sift is a global organization with international offices in the UK, Spain, Australia, and North 

America. It boasts a client base of all sizes and across all industries, including Wise, Telefonica, Pipedrive, ITV, 

and top global law firms. Find out how Red Sift is delivering actionable cybersecurity insights to its global 

customers at redsift.com.
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Cybercriminals are getting smarter, 
make sure you keep up

Most phishing security and education programs today take 

the form of spear phishing simulations or tests sent out across 

the organization which can take up time and resources on a 

regular basis. These tests also set an expectation of recurring 

visual examples transforming employees into experts. The 

trouble is, phishing attacks are rapidly changing and a spear 

phishing simulation that was commonly seen today, may not 

look the same way tomorrow. This can mean the training has 

a somewhat limited long-term effect. It’s only by uncovering 

and surfacing the signals hidden in every email that you can 

then keep up with such an ever-changing threat.

Provide employees with the tools 
they need to identify risks

OnINBOX is the upgrade in education from simulations 

to real-time warnings to provide immediate out-the-box 

value by giving users their own ‘security expert’ inside every 

email. Sitting at the top of every email’s content are clear 

color-coded results from an automated security scan that 

breakdown the trustworthiness of a sender’s risk profile. This 

tool helps the end user identify anything suspicious before 

engaging with the email itself, without interrupting their 

day-to-day productivity, or adding pressure to become a 

knowledgeable expert.

Powerful features

Threats visualized

In the header of every email, traffic light indicators 

alert users to the type and level of threats, across all 

clients, devices, and screens.

Advanced content scanning

Natural language processing understands the 

topic, intent, and level of urgency of the emails 

your staff receive and warns them of potential 

threats.

Out-of-the-box automation

Rapid deployment for speedy email threat 

detection.

Customizable warnings

Add optional text-based banners based on 

configurable rules.

Deep supply chain insights

OnINBOX Manager allows InfoSec teams to identify who their organization is talking to, how frequently, and the 

security those connections have in place to quickly identify vulnerabilities in their email comunication supply 

chain. 
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